Working Student for ML Applications (m/w/d)

We, the Precitaste / PreciBake Team, are working in New York City, Mumbai and Munich on AI based solutions for the food industry. We develop products such as the QSR Brain, the Virtual Baker and Baking on Demand which, through utilizing AI, make the production of food in the areas of fast food restaurants, retail, and industrial food production more sustainable, need based and improve quality. For our offices in Munich we are looking for a junior machine learning engineer (m/f/d) from now on.

Your responsibilities

- work with cutting-edge technologies in deep learning and computer vision
- assist our AI team to improve our machine learning models, tools and algorithms
- implement and test new tools and algorithms to improve our products

Your Profile

- pursuing a degree in computer science, robotics, mathematics or similar
- good in machine learning and especially deep learning
- good in Python programming and experienced with PyTorch or Tensorflow
- motivated to learn new methods and skills
- able and willing to work independently to reach predefined results

What We Offer

- Work in a young, innovative company with flat hierarchies
- Individual growth opportunities and a high degree of individual responsibility
- Diverse tasks regarding your own products and software development for prestigious manufacturers and customers from the food industry
- Dynamic and intercultural work environment with our colleagues from New York and Mumbai as well as with international customers
- Different perks among them different company events, corporate benefits, and many more

We are looking for curious people who are enthusiastic about new technology and always eager to learn new things. If you have some awesome hobby projects or hackathon experience or did some online courses we would be happy to hear about it. Please apply on our recruiting website precitaste.jobs.personio.com.
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